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NPC's

Karriaunna---Coreena/EMH
Bo---USS_Persephone_CO
Mike---USS_Persephone_FCO
Frank---USS_Persephone_CTO
USS_Persephone_CO 

MISSION ORDERS : 

The information gained by the Ganymede has proven invaluable and research from Avalon fills the data banks. Thanks to the heroic efforts of their Away Team, Starfleet Intelligence and Starfleet R&D have determined how we should engage and defeat the Bellicose Aliens once and for all.

Long Range Sensors indicate that the Bellicose Battlegroup (the Harbinger, 4 Escort Cruisers and a full compliment of 20 Fighters) is in the Zeta Aquilae system finishing rearmament and repairs. Starfleet Intel believes that destroying the escorts of the Harbinger first, and then engaging the large craft alone, will be the best route to success.

The USS Hayden has been chosen to lead the assault on the Harbinger Escorts.  Whatever you do, do NOT let the Harbinger or her escorts leave the system.  If they do, no telling where they will show up again.The Hayden will lead a 10 ship battle-group centered around the Intrepid Class vessel.

The USS Gaia (Defiant Class), USS Demeter (Steamrunner Class), USS Persephone (Intrepid Class), USS Anik (Defiant Class) and the USS Isis (Steamrunner Class) along with 5 Birds of Prey (K'Vort). Your mission will be to eliminate the 20 Fighters, 4 Escort Cruiser and immobilize the Harbinger.

      <<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>

TO_Jay says:
::enters TL:: TL: Bridge

FCOKrauz says:
::loiters in Sickbay:: MO: Rhi...do you have a quick minute?

Host Wendy says:
::sitting in the big chair reading reports::

CMO_Linard says:
::is bustling about sickbay getting ready for casualties::

OPS_Bafii says:
:: on the bridge doing a final systems check ::

CNS_Isa says:
::enters Bridge::

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% ::Is nervously piloting the ship, wondering if this will be his last day flying the ship::

Ens_Jorae says:
::Walks to the TL from her quarters::

CTOCutter says:
::at tactical on the bridge::

CNS_Isa says:
ALL: Hello!

XO_Gol says:
::sitting in second biggest chair reviewing tactical and science data::

EO-Vince says:
::in engineering, working on the engines. Noticably gloomy::

CSO_Zaldivar says:
::at Science 1 assisting Tactical in targetting::

Host CO_USS_Persephone says:
%CTO: Tactical status?

Ens_Jorae says:
TL: Bridge.

Coreena says:
::watching the many engineers running around, basically disinterested::

SO_Spear says:
::at Sci2::

MO_Morgan says:
::turns to Hentric:: Krauz: For you? Always. What's up?

OPS_Bafii says:
CO: All systems report ready Captain

CTO_USS_Persephone says:
::Doing last minute prep for battle::

Host Wendy says:
::looks up at counselor::

Host Wendy says:
::nods::

Host Wendy says:
OPS: Acknowledged.

TO_Jay says:
::arrives on bridge:: CTO: Shall I man tactical 2?

FCOKrauz says:
Rhi: Can we go somewhere a bit more private? ::motions to MedLab1::

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis says:
$ COM: Hayden: My Tactical Department reports all weapons in readiness and alignment.

Ens_Jorae says:
::TL stops at the Bridge. Gets off::

CNS_Isa says:
CO: Aye Captain. Ready to put my brain to work!

CMO_Linard says:
::almost bumps into the chatting couple in her anxiousness to get to the replicator::...FCO/MO: Oops ...sorry...::grins::

OPS_Bafii says:
:: notices CNS enter bridge and goes back to work ::

Host CO_USS_Persephone says:
%CTO: Hail the Hayden, the Persephone is ready to go.

Host Wendy says:
OPS: Review that net idea you've given in your report for me...

Ens_Jorae says:
::Enters the Bridge::

CTOCutter says:
TO: Go for it Jay... coordinate with CSO and targeting enhancements.

CSO_Zaldivar says:
XO: What do you think of the plan that the CTO and I are proposing?

CTO_USS_Persephone says:
%CO_USS_Per: All defense systems working at optimal levels, sir

MO_Morgan says:
::curious, so follows:: Krauz: yeah....

FCOKrauz says:
CMO: No problem ::smiles::

TO_Jay says:
CNS: Hello Izzy

Ens_Jorae says:
::Walks over to the Captain:: CO: reporting for duty. Where would you like me?

CNS_Isa says:
::senses tension among the crew and the other ships::

Coreena says:
::looks over at the laughing one... noting he is not laughing now... nor has recently::

OPS_Bafii says:
CO: Hails from the Isis

CNS_Isa says:
TO: Hi Jay.

EO-Vince says:
CO: Captain, I can only get the warp core power up to 85%, this could be a serious problem.

XO_Gol says:
CSO: I like the idea, how have the simulations come along?

FCOKrauz says:
::lets the doors close behind them:: MO: I don't have a lot of time....last I checked...I only have a minute or so....

CMO_Linard says:
::goes to the replicator and makes additional supplies::

CTO_USS_Persephone says:
%CO: Hailing frequencies open.

Host Wendy says:
Jorae: Take the bridge engineering station for now ... ::thinks of the missing James Young::

CSO_Zaldivar says:
XO: Ask Cutter, I've haven't seen them yet.

TO_Jay says:
::walks towards CSO:: CSO: I was told to assist you sir. What would you like me to do?

Host Wendy says:
EO: Acknowledged.

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% ::Begins to tap nervously with his foot on the floor::

OPS_Bafii says:
COM: USS Isis: Acknowledged.

Ens_Jorae says:
CO: Aye.

Ens_Jorae says:
::Walks over to the Engineering panel and pulls up diagnostics::

MO_Morgan says:
Henric: Ok... so whats up?

Host CO_USS_Persephone says:
%COM: Hayden: We are ready to go captain.

XO_Gol says:
CTO: Well?

CNS_Isa says:
::stands next to captain::

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis says:
$ COM: Hayden: Thanks, awaiting deployment orders and signals

EO-Vince says:
Ops: Sir, we may have another problem here in engineering. There appears to be a power outage somewhere in the core. I can only bring power up to 85%.

CTOCutter says:
XO: Simulations show a good chance of success, with the info we have....  Pretty sketchy info though

FCOKrauz says:
::paces in the small lab:: MO: Hmmm...well...something I should have asked before now - of all the lousy timing.....

OPS_Bafii says:
COM: USS Persephone: Acknowledged

SO_Spear says:
::begins mapping subspace harmonics::

CSO_Zaldivar says:
TO: I need you to keep an aye on how ell we are targeting the Bellicose if you see anything that can be improved just say so.

TO_Jay says:
::walks towards CSO:: CSO: I was told to assist you sir. What would you like me to do?

Ens_Jorae says:
::Begins to run the diagnostics to figure out why power isn't at full::

Host CO_USS_Persephone %*ALL*: All hands red alert, take battle stations. (Alert.wav)

CSO_Zaldivar says:
CO/XO: Aliens on sensors.

XO_Gol says:
CSO/CTO: Have you looked into my idea of the gravity well?

MO_Morgan says:
::watches Hentric pacing, slightly amused:: FCO: Gotcha... lousy timing.  Now, whats going on?

OPS_Bafii says:
*EO* Have my hands full up here - you are gonna have to nail that down - yesterday.

CTO_USS_Persephone says:
%::Engages Red alert:: takes battle stations::

EO-Vince says:
OPS: I'm on it!

XO_Gol says:
All: Red Alert!

Host Wendy says:
OPS: Hail them

OPS_Bafii says:
CO: Isis and Persephone report ready

Host AGM_John says:
Action: As the task force nears the Zeta Aquilae system the four Escort Cruisers move to intercept. Bay doors open on the massive Harbinger and a swarm of 20 attack vessels, near Defiant class, spew forth.

CMO_Linard says:
::knocks on the lab doors:: MO: I'm sorry to interupt but I need you out here....

FCOKrauz says:
MO: Easy for you to say......damn ::looks up as the red alert wails::

CSO_Zaldivar says:
XO: That looks like a good idea too, but it seems a bit more risky then our minefiled plan.

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis says:
$::waiting for word from Hayden::

TO_Jay says:
::stiffins at red alert::

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% ::Looks around as the ship goes to Red Alert, puts in evasive manouevers, preparing for battle::

CTOCutter says:
CO: Red Alert?

EO-Vince says:
::Notices the red alert, but it does nothing to bring him from his thoughtful reverie::

OPS_Bafii says:
CO: Frequencies open.

CNS_Isa says:
::notices red alert and continues sensing as far as she can::

Host Wendy says:
*FCO* You're needed on the bridge.

Host CO_USS_Persephone says:
%FCO, CTO: Break and engage!

TO_Jay says:
CSO: I do have an idea sir.

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis says:
$::Initiates Red alert status ::

Coreena says:
::heavy sigh is heard in engineering by those near the warp core::

CMO_Linard says:
::notices red alert and readies the biobeds::

Host Wendy says:
CTO: Already ordered, Cutter.

Ens_Jorae says:
::Isolates the power drain to the core itself::

MO_Morgan says:
::makes a face:: FCO: Ok, 'parently this is gonna have to wait. It can wait, yes?

XO_Gol says:
CSO: How about in combination with, hell hit with all we've got, I say.

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% Perse-CO: Aye, sir! ::Breaks from the group, and manouevers in on an attack pattern on the nearest fighters::

FCOKrauz says:
*CO* On my way Captain!
MO: Rhi.....we'll continue this later, on better circumstances ::slides from the room and out into the hall::

CSO_Zaldivar says:
TO: Don't stand on formalities. TO: What's your idea?

SO_Spear says:
:: scans for alien shield resonance::

FCOKrauz says:
::runs to the lift and grabs one to the bridge::

CTOCutter says:
CO: Fighters approaching. The Bellicose Alien's strategy seems to be to match several of their fighters against the smaller SF ships while the Escort Cruisers engage the larger ships.

MO_Morgan says:
::mutters to self:: Weird!

EO-Vince says:
Himself: What the...??

CNS_Isa says:
CO: My approach will be to see which of our strategies causes the Bellicose to worry the most so we can concentrate on that.

OPS_Bafii says:
:: check placement of communciation relay booster just outside of system and contact SFC for updates ::

Ens_Jorae says:
::Tries to isolate the part of the core, not at 100%::

CSO_Zaldivar says:
XO: Yes, but wouldn't the gravity well affect the torpedo mines adversely?

CMO_Linard says:
::sees the FCO leave and smiles to herself::

MO_Morgan says:
::heads back into sickbay and helps CMO::

Host CO_USS_Persephone says:
%CTO: Lock on torpedons and phasers.

Host AGM_John says:
Action: The aliens open fire.

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis says:
$::Begins deployment ::

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% ::Moves the ship in on the nearest fighters, making sure they dodge weapons fire::

Host CO_USS_Persephone says:
%CTO: Fire !

EO-Vince says:
::walks up from a panel and looks around, but gets shaken by a weapons fire from the aliens::

Host CO_Wendy says:
CNS: Acknowledged.

FCOKrauz says:
::arrives on the bridge and logs in - plotting attack vectors as he sits::

CMO_Linard says:
MO: Run level three diagnositics on all the biobeds and ready the emergency equipment.

CTO_USS_Persephone says:
%CO: Phasers charged, torpedoes ready to fire on your command.

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis says:
$::Orders all weapons locked on ::

XO_Gol says:
CSO: Point taken. Have the plan on standby, just in case.

MO_Morgan says:
::sees CMO grinning and tries to ignore it::

Host CO_Wendy says:
CTO: Fire at will.

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $::fires::  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

Ens_Jorae says:
::Continues her scans::

Host CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Glad you could join us.

CNS_Isa says:
::tries to sense what is going on on the Bellicose ship::

CTOCutter says:
::grins:: Acknowledged.

EO-Vince says:
::Runs back and forth from panels working furiously to get the power up, and monitor the engines at the same time::

OPS_Bafii says:
:: monitors power reserves ::

TO_Jay says:
ALL: If we launch a shuttle and put it in front of the Hayden and link the Tactical sensor of both ships, we may have a better chance of locking on. We can equip the shuttle with targetting devices and lauch them at the ships. I know it is suicide but..we have to win.

FCOKrauz says:
CO: Sorry Captain......::begins doing fancy pilot stuff::

Coreena says:
::wonders what is going on as things seem to go off balance::

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% ::Brings the ship in on a strafing maneuver of the fighters, so the CTO can FINALLY fire::

CTOCutter says:
::locks on phasers and torpedos on escort ships and begins fire::

CSO_Zaldivar says:
::sets up gravimetric modifications tow two type 4 probes:: XO : You are, plan B ready.

MO_Morgan says:
CMO: Yes ma'am.

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis says:
$::Is going for the inversion ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
TO: We're sure to lose the shuttle ... how about a probe?

CTOCutter  (Torpedo.wav)

XO_Gol says:
::inputs main areas to target into the tactical officers station:: CTO: Try to aim for these areas.

SO_Spear says:
::furiously scan Bellicose vessles::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: No damage is done in the first pass...the fleets seem evenly matched.

CTOCutter says:
XO: Understood ::shifts targetting::

OPS_Bafii says:
CO/TO: I can have a probe ready in less than a minute.

MO_Morgan says:
::runs diagnostics on biobeds and then readies emergency equipment::

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $::fires on a isolated Fighter ::  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

Ens_Jorae says:
::Braces herself again the engineering panel::

Host CO_Wendy says:
CSO: Scan for weaknesses.

CMO_Linard says:
MO: We may need a triage in one of the cargobays....I'll let you know for sure if we get a little busy.

CTOCutter says:
CO/XO: No damage to either fleet.

Host CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Any gaps in their attack pattern?

Host AGM_John says:
Action: The Harbinger moves in closer.

Host CO_Wendy says:
OPS: Do it.

XO_Gol says:
CTO: Shield status?

CSO_Zaldivar says:
CO/OPS: These are the coordinates for the mine filed around the harbinger. Wait for the CO's orders to begin transport.

CNS_Isa says:
::braces herself to the CO's chair::

OPS_Bafii says:
:: prepares a probe for tactical info and launches ::

Host CO_USS_Persephone says:
%FCO: Bring us around for another pass.

Host CO_Wendy says:
CTO: Acknowledged.

Coreena says:
::becomes a little more interested as she tries to figure out why everyone is running around::

CTOCutter says:
CO/XO: THe Harbinger is moving closer.

Ens_Jorae says:
::Runs a level 3 diagnostic looking for other possibilities::

OPS_Bafii says:
CTO/TO: Probes readings linked to your stations.

CTOCutter says:
XO: Shields are holding.

TO_Jay says:
CO: The shuttle is more manoueverable and faster. The shuttle would last longer captain. I realize we would loose the shuttle. I can lock into the probe thing.

FCOKrauz says:
::eyebrows furrow:: CO:  Negative - standard attack patterns so far......the Harbinger is starting to close.

Host CO_Wendy says:
CTO: While you're at it, keep an eye on the big ship.

Host AGM_John says:
Action: A Massive beam of energy spears out from the Harbinger piercing the saucer section of the USS Demeter. The Demeter lurches violently to port and moments later disappears in a tremendous explosion. As the debris from the Steamrunner dissipate the Harbinger moves silently further from the action.

CTOCutter says:
OPS: Acknowledged.

MO_Morgan says:
::wry smile:: CMO: Right... sounding familiar already.

CSO_Zaldivar says:
CO: Scanning sir.  ::begins emphasis on energy leaks in hulls or shields::

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $::Concetrates fire on the "right wing fighter" :: (ShipPhasers.wav)

CMO_Linard says:
::tucks a stray lock of hair into her braid that's been bugging her for hours...didn't have much time to fix her hair this morning::

XO_Gol  (Explode !.wav)

FCOKrauz says:
::feels the ship rumble as the Demeter goes:: CO: We've lost the Demeter....no escape pods.

Ens_Jorae says:
::Braces against the blow from the Demeter's exploxion.

CTOCutter says:
CO: The Demeter has been destroyed.

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% ::Manouevers away from the destroyed Demeter, frowning as he sees that the entire crew died, brings the ship in on another strafing maneuver of the fighters::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Fighter explodes.

CNS_Isa says:
::can't sense a thing from the Bellicose::

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% Persephone CO: Sir, we lost the Demeter.

OPS_Bafii says:
:: braces himself ::

CMO_Linard says:
::looks at MO and grins:: MO: Yeah you pretty much know the drill by now...

SO_Spear says:
::scans for subspace harmonic resonance::

Host CO_Wendy says:
::closes eyes briefly::

CNS_Isa says:
CO: I'm afraid to say I cannot sense a thing from the Bellicose.

XO_Gol says:
FCO: Attack pattern Delta five.

EO-Vince says:
::tries to hold on as the ship is rocked by the explosion::

FCOKrauz says:
::mutters:: By the maker.....

CTOCutter says:
::continues firing... locking on to probe readings::

OPS_Bafii says:
ALL: We've lost the Demeter - one bellicose fighter down

FCOKrauz says:
XO: Initiating.

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $::Begins walking a strafing run down the line of fighters :::  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

Host CO_Wendy says:
CNS: Acknowledged

FCOKrauz says:
::pushes a few buttons and twists some nobs::

MO_Morgan says:
::shakes her head, grinning:: CMO: Exactly. This is the Hayden after all...

TO_Jay says:
CTO: Still can't get a steady lock.

Host AGM_John says:
Action: One Escort ship seems assigned to destroy the Hayden. It makes a broadside pass raining a deadly hail of fire. The Hayden is hit by multiple weapons.

CTOCutter  (AllWeaponsFire.wav)

CNS_Isa says:
CO: What do you want me to do then?

Host CO_Wendy says:
::rocks in her chair::

XO_Gol says:
Ops: Coordinate with the other vessels, keep us in wedge formation.

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Two more fighters explode.

Host CO_USS_Persephone says:
%FCO: Lets cover the hayden!

CTOCutter says:
CO: Several hits from that escort.

OPS_Bafii says:
XO: Aye

SO_Spear says:
::tries to find Bellicose shield frequencies::

CSO_Zaldivar says:
::grabs on to wall to keep from falling::

CMO_Linard says:
::taps a few buttons on her control panel not looking up:: MO: You said it....

Ens_Jorae says:
::Holds on as they are hit;:

CTOCutter says:
CO: Returning fire.

CNS_Isa says:
::tries to keep steady::

Host CO_Wendy says:
CTO: Target and fire at will.

EO-Vince says:
::tries desperatly to hold on and work at the same time, but is tossed a few yards::

Host CO_USS_Persephone says:
%<CTO>:: reloads all torp tubes, fireing phasers at the fighers ::

MO_Morgan says:
::feels the ship shake and wonders what the heck is going on::

Ens_Jorae says:
::Moniteos the systems to make sure engines are still online::

TO_Jay says:
CO: Shields are holding.

OPS_Bafii says:
COM: Fleet:  All vessels to maintain wedge formation

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $::wheels and targets the Escort at her turnaround from strafing the Hayden :: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

XO_Gol says:
::gets knocked around:: CTO: Status?

Host CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Follow that one vessel.

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% ::Comes up aft of a group of fighters, opening fire::

CTOCutter says:
::continues to fire all weapons::

OPS_Bafii says:
:: checks systems ::

Ens_Jorae says:
CO: The warp Core is at 50% and falling.

TO_Jay says:
::looks at CTO in despiration::

TO_Jay says:
CO: Shields at 75%

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $::Fires ::  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CSO_Zaldivar says:
::prepares painter probes for launch::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: A Cruiser is on the Persephone's stern.

CNS_Isa says:
::looks around and can sense the fear coming from everyone::

Ens_Jorae says:
::Begins to try to bring the warp core back up::

FCOKrauz says:
CO: Pursuit course engaged.

CTOCutter says:
::shifts target to cruiser and fires::

Host CO_USS_Persephone says:
%FCO: Evasive manouver delta 6!!

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% <CTO> Vessel off our stern, it's a cruiser, sir! ::Opens fire with aft torpedoes::

CSO_Zaldivar says:
CTO: Painter probes ready to launch using your isotope modifications.

MO_Morgan says:
::makes sure she has med equipment ready to be transported to the cargo bay, just in case::

OPS_Bafii says:
CO/CTO: Phasers don't seem to have much effect - but what about a concentrated energy release from the main deflector?  Maybe it will overload their shields

Ens_Jorae says:
CO: The warp core is at 50%

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% ::Initiates evasive maneuver Delta 6::

Host CO_Wendy says:
Jorae: Acknowledged.

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis says:
$COM: Persephone: You fire rearwards, we'll come from the other side !!

Coreena says:
::begins to feel drained... not just emotionally. Tires to figure out why::

Host CO_Wendy says:
OPS: Try it.

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $::fires ::  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

EO-Vince says:
CO: Captain, the core isn't responding. I can't bring the power up, and pretty soon we're not going to have power.

CSO_Zaldivar says:
CO/OPS: What would that do to our sensors?

CTOCutter says:
CSO: Understood... launch at will.

SO_Spear says:
::tries to find any weakness in shields::

OPS_Bafii says:
:: targets a deflector blast at the nearest fighter - coordinating with FCO ::

FCOKrauz says:
CO: Another hit on the forward quarter and shields will fail.

EO-Vince says:
::notices the core power dropped another 5%::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: The cruiser is hit but not badly dammaged.

Host CO_USS_Persephone says:
%CTO: Return the favour!! Open fire all batteries.

CNS_Isa says:
CO: I'll go help EO.

Ens_Jorae says:
CO: The core is offline completely

OPS_Bafii says:
CSO: Momentary interupption - nothing more.

Host CO_Wendy says:
*EO* We're not at warp now .. just make sure we have impulse and the ability to manouever.

CTOCutter says:
CO: Captain.. we're launching probes that will give off a radioactive isotope upon contact with the alien ship. We'll have the photons target on that.

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $::Fires::  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% <CTO> ::As FCO brings the ship around, opens fire with phaser arrays::

EO-Vince says:
*CO* Acknowledged.

CSO_Zaldivar says:
::launches probes deigned to home in on Bellicose ships and irradiate them with a highly radiocative isotope making it easier for starfleet weopens to acquire and maintain effective locks::

EO-Vince says:
::looks frantically at the warp core and panels, and continues running around trying to bring it up::

Host CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Then don't let that part get exposed ::grins grimly::

Host CO_Wendy says:
CTO: Acknowledged.

TO_Jay says:
CTO: Should we let the rest of the fleet know of the probe idea?

FCOKrauz says:
CO: I'll try Captain ::feels the ship rumble as more near hits range in::

CTOCutter says:
TO: If it works, let them know.

CNS_Isa says:
CO: Where do you want me to help since I can't get a thing from the enemy?

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis says:
$::Fires once again on the cruiser ::

CSO_Zaldivar says:
CO/CTO/XO: Probes away. Let's cross our fingers.

OPS_Bafii says:
:: sends update to SFC and awaits new info ::

Ens_Jorae says:
::Continues to moniter the core. Trying desperately and futily to get it back to full::

Host CO_Wendy says:
CNS: Report to sickbay.

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $::fires::  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

Host CO_Wendy says:
CSO: Crossing.

CNS_Isa says:
CO: Aye, sir!

XO_Gol says:
CO: Should this not work, we already have a plan B ready. We'll generate a gravimetric beam aimed at the ships, since they most likely evolved in zero G, it should slow them down.

TO_Jay says:
CO: Probes have no efect!

EO-Vince says:
::Notices the core power back up::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Cruiser explodes.

CNS_Isa says:
::looks at Jay before entering TL::

Coreena says:
EO: What is going on?  What are you doing?

MO_Morgan says:
::starts dealing with the casualites reporting in to sickbay::

CTO_USS_Persephone  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CNS_Isa says:
TL: Sickbay.

CTOCutter says:
CO: Got the cruiser Captain!

Host CO_Wendy says:
XO: Get it ready ... I have a bad feeling ...

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% ::Manouevers the ship around the fighters, hoping the CTO gets in some good strafing shots::

CTO_USS_Persephone says:
%::fires all weapons::

Host CO_USS_Persephone says:
%CTO: Let's clear the sky of those fighers!

OPS_Bafii says:
:: checks status of fleet ::

CTOCutter says:
::shifts target to a different escort::

XO_Gol says:
CO: Done.

EO-Vince says:
Himself: What in God's green earth...??

Ens_Jorae says:
::Begins to feel helpless at the panel::

CNS_Isa says:
::exits TL and enters SB::

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $::wheels around and begins an attack run on more of the fighters ::  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

EO-Vince says:
::looks around engineering, but sees no one talking to him::

Host CO_Wendy says:
CTO: Well done ... One down ...

CNS_Isa says:
CMO: Seems I'll be helping down here!

CTO_USS_Persephone says:
%::Strafe Bellicose as FCO runs by them::

TO_Jay says:
CO: Probes have no effect.

CTOCutter says:
CO: Captain.. concentrated fire seems effective. We need to coordinate efforts with the other ships

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% ::Manouevers under the fighters, coming directly aft of them again, providing a good shot for the CTO to fire::

CSO_Zaldivar says:
CO/CTO: Marker probes having no effect.

Ens_Jorae says:
::Continues monitoring the systems and running new diagnostics::

FCOKrauz says:
::brings the ship around, the controls seeming sluggish::

Host CO_Wendy says:
TO: Acknowledged.

CMO_Linard says:
::sees the CNS enters SB::

Coreena says:
EO: What is god?  What is green earth?

SO_Spear says:
CSO: Maybe a tachyon burst would disrupt subspace long enough for us to lock weapons.

Host CO_Wendy says:
CTO: Acknowledged.

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Several fighters explode and three of the BOP as well.

CTOCutter says:
CSO: Saw that, damnit.

CTO_USS_Persephone says:
%::fires phasers at rear of Bellicose fighters::

XO_Gol says:
FCO/CTO: Use a strafe attack pattern.

FCOKrauz says:
::manouevers through exploding ships::

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $:::Concentrates fire on another cruiser ::  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CSO_Zaldivar says:
XO: The gravimetric probes are ready.

CTO_USS_Persephone  (ShipPhasers.wav)

TO_Jay says:
CO: Captain, shuttle idea may still work.

EO-Vince says:
::Thinks he is hallucinating, but those words make him think otherwise::

CTOCutter says:
CO: More fighters down.

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% CO: We've lost three of the Birds of Prey... but we took out some fighters as well.

OPS_Bafii says:
:: attempts firing the deflector again ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
OPS: Report Cutter's findings to the fleet ... get them to concentrate their fire on these rotating targets ... downloads info into computer.

Ens_Jorae says:
::Holds on as she punches buttons on the panel before her::

FCOKrauz says:
CTO: Here we go......::plots a course to strafe the Harbinger::

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $::fires ::  (ShipPhasers.wav)

EO-Vince says:
Everyone: Who's there?

CNS_Isa says:
CMO: I'm here to put my medical studies to work. Where do you want me to start?

MO_Morgan says:
::sees the CNS enter and smiles:: CNS: Oh good... we can always use the help. ::at CMO and CNS:: Honestly, with all the damage the Hayden crew manages to do to itself its amazing we don't have a larger sickbay!

CSO_Zaldivar says:
SO: Calculate how that will effect our sensors.

CTOCutter says:
FCO: Ready when you are.

Host AGM_John says:
Action: A cruiser intercepts the Hayden.

OPS_Bafii says:
COM: Fleet: Concentrate fire on the following targets ::transmits info::

Host CO_USS_Persephone says:
%CTO: Keep those phasers fireing.

Coreena says:
::becomes annoyed at the lack of answers... starts to get very angry::

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $:::Fires on a Cruiser ::  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

EO-Vince says:
::turns around to face a frantic panel that is showing multiple non-critical system failures::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: The Persephone is hit.

CTOCutter says:
::shifts to the cruiser and unleases a full volley::

Ens_Jorae says:
::Sees the cruiser on the view screen::

CTO_USS_Persephone says:
%:: fires phasers yet again::

CTOCutter (AllWeaponsFire.wav)

TO_Jay says:
::targets cruser:: CTO: I have a lock on the cruiser firing!!

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% ::Sees the cruiser moving in on the Hayden, turns to the CO:: Perse-CO: Sir, should we help the Hayden with that cruiser?

XO_Gol says:
CSO: What's their status?

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% ::Quickly swerves to the left to avoid weapons fire, but grabs onto the console as it is too late::

Host CO_USS_Persephone says:
@:: gets thrown off the chair ::

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $::Fires on the Cruiser yet again ::  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

Host CO_USS_Persephone says:
@ALL: Damage report!?

CMO_Linard says:
::rushes about nodding to the MO and CNS....and fixing that stupid lock of hair:: MO/CNS: I'm putting in to SF for a larger one immediately.

OPS_Bafii says:
CO: Persephone is hit and there is a cruiser bearing down on us

CSO_Zaldivar says:
XO: Ready to launch, waiting orders.

Ens_Jorae says:
::Tries rerouting the warp power to trick it into coming back online::

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% ::Brings the ship around to come under the attacking vessel::

FCOKrauz says:
::pulls the Hayden around so as not to run into the Cruiser::

CTOCutter says:
CO: Firing on the incoming cruiser.

Coreena says:
::Gathers all her energy and pain and lets loose with a scream or power::

SO_Spear says:
CSO: The effect would be negligable.

XO_Gol says:
CSO: Now!

Host CO_Wendy says:
CTO: Target the cruiser.

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% CTO: I'm coming under the ship, prepare to fire with everything you've got1

CTO_USS_Persephone says:
%::shakes during impact manages to get off full spread of torpedoes::

EO-Vince says:
::shuts down the monitor to face the warp core::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: An ear piercing scream is heard by all on the Hayden

Host CO_Wendy says:
FCO: See if you can maneuver us in a position to help the Persephone

CNS_Isa says:
CMO: Yep, I'll think you'll need it!

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $::Fires :: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CTO_USS_Persephone says:
%::firing again::

Ens_Jorae says:
::Covers her ears::

CTOCutter says:
All: What was that???

EO-Vince says:
::covers ears::

CMO_Linard says:
::braces her ears against the scream::

Host CO_USS_Persephone says:
%FCO: Evasive manouevers !

MO_Morgan says:
::tries not to laugh as she hurries about sickbay:: CMO: Ok... a few more doctors wouldn't hurt either!

CSO_Zaldivar says:
::launches probes designed to increase the gravity wells around the targeted Bellicose ships::

FCOKrauz says:
::winces as the right part of his console explodes - sending slivers of shrapnel across his face and a deep burning sensation fills his chest::

Ens_Jorae says:
All: Who?

CNS_Isa says:
::sees a crewmember enter and goes to him to help::

SO_Spear says:
::winces::

CMO_Linard says:
::looks around:: MO: Who was that?

XO_Gol says:
::moans::

OPS_Bafii says:
CO: Captain - core power up to 125%

EO-Vince says:
Everyone: What the hell was THAT?

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% ::Circles around the attacking vessel, providing excellent angles for the CTO to fire, and then initiates evasive maneuvers as ordered by the CO::

Ens_Jorae says:
CO: Power level in the core jumped 125%

CSO_Zaldivar says:
SO: Run your plan by the XO, and CTO.

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis says:
$::moves towards the Persephone to shield her ::

TO_Jay says:
ALL: What the heck?

Ens_Jorae says:
FCO: We have power again.

CTO_USS_Persephone says:
%::Reinforces shields,  fires all weapons ::

CTO_USS_Persephone  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CNS_Isa says:
MO: Well, when you'll need more docs tell me!

EO-Vince says:
::gets up and looks at a monitor::

CTOCutter says:
*CMO* Med team to the bridge!

CNS_Isa says:
::scans the patient with a tricorder::

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $::fires on the few remaining fighters as he moves ::  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

Ens_Jorae says:
::Runs diagnostics to figure what brought the power back up::

FCOKrauz says:
::grits teeth:: CO: Bringing up about.....::pulls the ship around toward the Persephone, dodging a couple of Fighters and BOP dueling::

OPS_Bafii says:
:: reroutes new power to shields, weapons, and sensors ::

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% ::Curses under his breath, and maneuvers around the Hayden and Isis which might ram into them if they're not careful::

Coreena says:
::feels much better::

TO_Jay says:
CO: Captain shields are at 100%

CMO_Linard says:
::nods to MO:: MO: You heard your brother....take Abbott with you and go....

SO_Spear says:
XO: If we can disrupt subspace, we might be able to get a lock on them.

OPS_Bafii says:
CO: Shields at 100% captain

EO-Vince says:
Himself: What...

OPS_Bafii says:
:: perplexed but encouraged ::

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis says:
$::Parralleling the Persephones course above her ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
TO: Acknowledged.

Ens_Jorae says:
::Feels relieved and begins to moniter the Warp core power again::

CTOCutter says:
::continues firing::

MO_Morgan says:
:::nods:: CMO: I'm on it. Abbott, let's rock!

CTO_USS_Persephone says:
%CO: Sir shield down to 40%::fires another sppread of torps::

CNS_Isa says:
::hyposprays the patient::

FCOKrauz says:
::begins to feel the right side of his face swell and the sticky sweet coppery taste of blood creep into his mouth:: CO: Persephone approaching.

XO_Gol says:
SO: Will it have permanent effects on the surounding area?

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $::Targets a Cruiser and Fires ::  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CMO_Linard says:
::Nurse Abbott follows the MO out the door::

MO_Morgan says:
::hurries out of sickbay towards TL carrying medical stuff::

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% Perse-CO: Sir, four more fighters to go! ::Manouevers in on one of those fighters::

EO-Vince says:
::begins runing a small diagnostics on the warp core::

Host CO_USS_Persephone says:
%FCO: Hard to port!

Host CO_Wendy says:
FCO: If we stay in pattern with the Persephone and Isis, perhaps we can work together.

Host CO_Wendy says:
CO: Acknowledged.

Host CO_USS_Persephone says:
%CTO: Fire at that fighter.

SO_Spear says:
XO: The effects would be non-existent.

OPS_Bafii says:
:: checks on fleet status ::

CNS_Isa says:
Patient: You're all set and ready to go!

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% ::Swerves hard to port, moving under the Isis, and around the Hayden:

CTO_USS_Persephone says:
%::Fires at fighter::

FCOKrauz says:
CO: Understood.....::glares at Cutter::

Coreena says:
EO: Stop doing that... I really don't like it.  And I am still waiting for my answers.

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $::targets a stray fighter ::  (ShipPhasers.wav)

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Fighter explodes.

Ens_Jorae says:
::Monitors the systems, tweaking any small problems::

CTO_USS_Persephone  (Torpedo.wav)

EO-Vince says:
::looks up from a panel, and remembers the "coreena" he talked to.

CSO_Zaldivar says:
XO: Gravity wells having no effect sir.

MO_Morgan says:
~~~CTO: Jase, who is hurt? I'm on my way~~~

Host CO_Wendy says:
CTO: See if we can coordinate with the other two ships on the same targets.

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% Perse-CO: 3 more fighters to go, sir!

SO_Spear says:
XO A tachyon burst could do it.

EO-Vince says:
::turns and slowly walks to the warp core::

Host CO_USS_Persephone says:
%ALL: Good work !

CTOCutter says:
CO: Acknowledged.

XO_Gol says:
SO: And will it have any effects on our current plans?

FCOKrauz says:
::winces as the ship flies through an exploding Fighter::

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $::Targets another fighter ::  (ShipPhasers.wav)

CTO_USS_Persephone says:
%Self: YES!!! ::fires again::

CNS_Isa says:
CMO: You'll definitely need more MOs! ::goes to another patient::

Host CO_USS_Persephone says:
%CTO: Re target another fighter and fire at will !

OPS_Bafii says:
:: updates fleet on corrdinated targets ::

SO_Spear says:
XO: No

Ens_Jorae says:
::Holds on as the ship is rocked::

CTO_USS_Persephone  (ShipPhasers.wav)

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $::fires ::  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

Host CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Do you need medical attention?

XO_Gol says:
CSO: Go to plan B.

Host AGM_John says:
Action: The Battle rages around the Hayden. Twelve of the fighters have been destroyed along with one of the Escort Cruisers. SF losses are severe. Three of the Birds of Prey are destroyed, another is adrift. The USS Anik is gone as is the USS Demeter.

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% ::Moves the ship in on the remaining fighters, hoping the Hayden and Isis are firing as well::

CMO_Linard says:
CNS: Well, I'd get Jorae down here too, but she's busy.

TO_Jay says:
CTO: Sir, would a shuttle win against a fighter?

CTOCutter says:
::Notes the Persephone's target and locks on::

EO-Vince says:
Warp core: Coreena?

XO_Gol says:
SO: Do it.

FCOKrauz says:
CO: No Captain....just a few scrapes

MO_Morgan says:
::exits TL onto the bridge, takes a quick breath and looks for the injured::

CTOCutter says:
TO: Not a chance.

CTO_USS_Persephone says:
%::Targets fighter, fires all weapons::

SO_Spear says:
:: fires tachyon burst::

Coreena says:
::begins to feel a bit queezy with all the unusual movements::

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% ::Starts to sweat nervously at the sign of the destroyed ships, continues piloting::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Fighter explodes

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $::Targets a few remaining fighters ::  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

Host CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Good,

CTOCutter says:
MO: Rinny... check out the FCO.

Coreena says:
EO: Yes? Are you going to answer me finally?

TO_Jay says:
CTO: But it would take there attention away right?

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% Perse-CO: Another fighter has been destroyed!

FCOKrauz says:
CO: Besides...who else is going to pilot this thing......::smiles wainly and returns to his job::

MO_Morgan says:
::calming breath:: CTO: Gotcha...

CTO_USS_Persephone says:
%::Targets another, fires::

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% Perse-CO/CTO: Coming around for another assault!

EO-Vince says:
::in amazed that he is communicating with the warp core, or Coreena as he should say::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: A cruiser hit the Isis directly with a torpedo.

CNS_Isa says:
CMO: We'll have to do our best with the few people we are down here.

CTO_USS_Persephone  (ShipPhasers.wav)

Ens_Jorae says:
::Runs another diagnostic on the ships systems. Making sure things are running smoothly::

CNS_Isa says:
::gives the patient an injection::

CTOCutter says:
TO: Who's gonna pilot the ging.

OPS_Bafii says:
Bridge: 7 fighters + 3 cruisers and the big guy left.

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% ::Performs a barrel role, diving downward, and then swoops up, heading toward the cruiser which is firing on the Isis::

MO_Morgan says:
::heads towards FCO, despite the comments she overheard::

EO-Vince says:
Himself: James was right... all along...

Host CO_USS_Persephone says:
%FCO: Charge at the cruiser !

CTOCutter says:
::targets cruiser and fires volley of photons::

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis says:
$::Targets another Cruiser and fires::

CTOCutter  (Torpedo.wav)

Host AGM_John says:
Action: The Hayden is hit by another Cruiser volly.

Coreena says:
::sighs again, this time with impatience::

Host CO_USS_Persephone says:
%CTO: Fire a full spread.

Host CO_Wendy says:
::sees the Isis come under fire::

Ens_Jorae says:
::Winces when she hears how much more they still have to go::

CTO_USS_Persephone says:
%FCO: Ready ::targets cruiser::

FCOKrauz says:
::winces as the ship rumbles under the fire::

Ens_Jorae says:
::Is thrown to the floor::

SO_Spear says:
XO: Unsuccessful, Sir.

CNS_Isa says:
::rocks and almost falls::

OPS_Bafii says:
CO: Persephone is getting heavy fire from a cruiser.

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% Perse-CO: Doing so, sir! ::Notes that the Hayden is under attack, and curses, choices... choices...::

XO_Gol says:
CTO: Shields?

Host CO_Wendy says:
::rocks in her chair::

CTO_USS_Persephone says:
%::Fires all weapons::

CTO_USS_Persephone  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CSO_Zaldivar says:
XO: Initializing now. ::brings up forward astrometrics secondary array and modifies it to emit a strong gravimetric beam::

TO_Jay says:
CTO: I will! ::stands at attention:: better to sacrifice one for many. I would lke to be pulled out of there quickly though.

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $::Targets the Cruiser and fires repeatedly :: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CTOCutter says:
::grits teeth, swears at the cruiser and fires another volley::

CMO_Linard says:
::is knocked to the floor but quickly gets to her feet....sees an injured crewman enter SB::

CTOCutter says:
XO: Shields down to 75%

MO_Morgan says:
::scans FCO for injuries::  FCO: Hey... how ya feeling?

XO_Gol says:
SO: Good try anyway.

Host CO_Wendy says:
OPS: Acknowledged

Ens_Jorae says:
::Opens her eyes and quickly pulls herself back up to the panel before her::

Ens_Jorae says:
CO: Core to 95%

CNS_Isa says:
Patient: I will give you something so you won't feel the pain but you'll need to come back later.

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

TO_Jay says:
::falls to deck but get right back up::

EO-Vince says:
::turns around to a panel, and begins making some modifications::

OPS_Bafii says:
CO: Shields at 75% - aft weapons down - coordinating repair with Engineering

Coreena says:
EO: Can you please stop all this extra motion?  I do not feel good...

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% ::Narrows his eyes, and brings the ship in on the aft side of the vessel attacking the Isis, allowing the CTO a clear shot at their engines, or whatever they use::

FCOKrauz says:
MO: I'm sure there are others more wounded than I? Just a few scrapes - nothing a quick dermal regeneration won't cure.......I'm fine ::slides his chair toward the other end of the console::

Host CO_Wendy says:
Jorae: Acknowledged.

CTO_USS_Persephone says:
%::Fires on cruiser again::

TO_Jay says:
CTO: Sir?

CTOCutter says:
::looks at TO like he's lost his mind:: TO: People that work for me don't commit suicide, thank you.

XO_Gol says:
CSO/CTO: Target one ship at a time if you have to. Ops: Inform the fleet to fire on the ship that we fire the beam at.

SO_Spear says:
::returns to tryin to find sheild frequencies::

Host CO_Wendy says:
OPS: Acknowledged.

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis  (TORPEDOS.wav)

EO-Vince says:
::hesitates:: Coreena: I'm... sorry... If I do, we'll be destroyed...

CTO_USS_Persephone says:
%::fires at engines::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Damage is visable on the remaining three cruisers

CSO_Zaldivar says:
XO/CTO: Plan B ready on your mark.

CTO_USS_Persephone  (Torpedo.wav)

OPS_Bafii says:
XO: Aye

CNS_Isa says:
::goes to the patient who just entered::

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis  (Tractor Beam.wav)

CTOCutter says:
XO: Acknowledged... we are targeted on the closest cruiser.

CMO_Linard says:
::grabs a nearby scanner and tricorder and runs a diagnostic:: Crewman: You have a fractured wrist....::gets a regenerator::

OPS_Bafii says:
COM: Fleet: Target vessel we strike with gravetron beam.

EO-Vince says:
::begins dispatching damage repair teams to the weapons aft weapons array::

MO_Morgan says:
::mutters under her breath about damn heroes and continues scanning the FCO. Seeing that he'll keep, she leaves him alone::

CSO_Zaldivar says:
CTO: Give me a target!

Coreena says:
EO: Will I be destroyed? Will we go to James?

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis  (TORPEDOS.wav)

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% ::Swings around under the cruiser, allowing the CTO some more good shots::

CTO_USS_Persephone says:
%::Fires all weapons at cruiser::

CTOCutter says:
CSO: Locked on the nearest cruiser.

OPS_Bafii says:
CO: Isis has lost forward weapons

XO_Gol says:
CSO/CTO: Mark.

Ens_Jorae says:
::Monitors the warp core making sure it's not dropped any further.

CNS_Isa says:
::makes her sit on a biobed and scans her::

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis  (TORPEDOS.wav)

CSO_Zaldivar says:
::aims grav beam at the CTO's targets and fires.::

TO_Jay says:
CTO: It's not commiting suicide, Sir. If we can damage the fighters enough so shuttles can take them out then the Hayden and the rest of the fleet can head for the main target.

CTO_USS_Persephone says:
%::Fires at belly of cruiser::

Host CO_Wendy says:
OPS: Full power to shields and weapons

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Cruiser is dammaged but still returning fire

EO-Vince says:
::thinks for a moment before answering:: Coreena: No. I'm sorry.

FCOKrauz says:
::lets out a slight sigh and relaxes a bit.....being watched over like a hawk while working....::

MO_Morgan says:
~~~Jase: Keep an eye on him and call me if he seems to get any worse. Can't help him if he doesn't think he needs it.~~~

Host CO_USS_Persephone says:
@ALL: Re-target and fire at will.

OPS_Bafii says:
:: reroutes power at CO's command ::

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis  (TORPEDOS.wav)

CSO_Zaldivar says:
TO: Shuttles are not fighters.

CTOCutter says:
CO/XO/CSO: Cruiser took damage!

Coreena says:
::sighs:: EO: Oh....

CNS_Isa says:
Patient3: You have an arm fracture. I'll take care of it. ::takes a regenarator::

CTOCutter says:
~~~Sis: He's on his own...  don't have the time. ~~~

CTO_USS_Persephone says:
%::Fires all weapons:: CO: Aye sir.

CTO_USS_Persephone  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Casualties are pouring into SB

CMO_Linard says:
Crewman: There you go....I'm sure you're needed so you're free to go.

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% ::Avoiding as much weapons fire as possible, moves outward toward the Isis, swings around it for the protection of the Isis, and then moves in again for a good barrage from the CTO::

Host CO_Wendy says:
CTO: Acknowledged.

EO-Vince says:
::runs around desperately:: Coreena: I'm sorry.... James was, attached to you. You were too?

CNS_Isa says:
::sees a flood of casualties coming in SB::

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $:::Tries something different against the closer cruiser :: (Verteron Beam.wav)

TO_Jay says:
CSO: I know that! But if we can damage them enough then...well. 

CTOCutter says:
CSO: Cruiser was damaged, set up another shot

CNS_Isa says:
CMO: We won't be enough down here!

Ens_Jorae says:
::Taps a couple of commands into her console::

CTO_USS_Persephone says:
%:: fires again at cruiser::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: The persephone is rocked by torpedos

TO_Jay says:
CTO: We need some way to distract them

Host CO_Wendy says:
CSO: Anything on their shield harmonics that might help?

CMO_Linard says:
::takes care of the next person entering SB:: *MO*: What's your status? Are you almost done up there?

CSO_Zaldivar says:
CTO: Done ::initializes another burst:: on your mark

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis  (TORPEDOS.wav)

MO_Morgan says:
::shakes her head and heads towards back towards TL:: Abbott: Stay here and keep an eye open.  Patch up anyone that needs it 'cause I have a feeling none of them are gonna leave...

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% ::Grips onto console as they are hit by heavy fire, pulls the ship around to avoid weapons fire::

Host CO_USS_Persephone says:
@*ENG*: Damage control teams Stat!!!

OPS_Bafii says:
CO/XO: What about anti-matter warheads? We could modify a few probes to basically rain anitmatter on the fighters.

CTOCutter says:
::fires grav burst::

CSO_Zaldivar says:
CO: SO Spear has been investigating that.

MO_Morgan says:
::enters TL:: CMO: I'm coming back to Sickbay...

CTOCutter  (GravitonBeam.wav)

Coreena says:
EO: I am his.. I mean... ::sighs:: I don't suppose I can help.

CTO_USS_Persephone says:
%::Fals to floor, getsup quickly::

CMO_Linard says:
CNS: We're going to have to be...until Morgan gets back.

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% <CEO> *CO* Aye, sir, we're working on it! ::Rushes around engineering::

CSO_Zaldivar says:
SO: Please report to the CO on the harmonics plan.

EO-Vince says:
*CO* They're already on their way. Weapons and shields have priorty, correct?

Host CO_Wendy says:
OPS: It's worth a try...

Host CO_USS_Persephone says:
@FCO: Evade the torpedos.

FCOKrauz says:
::blinks back some blood from his right eye:: CO: Harbinger closing.....

CNS_Isa says:
::takes care of one of the casualties::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Two of the remaining Escort Cruisers catch the USS Persephone in a withering cross fire. The starboard nacelle is severed and spins crazily off into space as smaller explosions rip through several decks.

CMO_Linard says:
::smiles:: *MO*: Wonderful!..We're getting a little busy down here.

CTO_USS_Persephone says:
%CO: Sir shield down to 25%

Host CO_Wendy says:
*EO* Correct.

OPS_Bafii says:
*EO* Status on the rear weapons platform?

MO_Morgan says:
::exits TL and hurries towards Sickbay::

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% Perse-CO: Trying sir... ::Holds on as weapons fire cuts through the ship:: SIR!!!

CNS_Isa says:
CMO: Why not activate the EMH?

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Massive hull breaches on all decks of the Persephone.

TO_Jay says:
::hits station in frustration::

Host CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Acknowledged ... evasive maneuvers

OPS_Bafii says:
CO: Captain, the Persephone.

CTOCutter says:
::continues phaser and torpedo fire at the cruiser::

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% <CEO> *CO* Sir, we're losing entire deck down-- ::Is caught by explosion and killed::

CSO_Zaldivar says:
CTO: Cutter I need a target!

Host CO_USS_Persephone says:
@*ALL*: Abandon ship !!!

FCOKrauz says:
:::pulls around in time to see the Persephone begin to break up::

SO_Spear says:
CO: I have been monitioring sucspauce harmonics to no avail

Ens_Jorae says:
::Core still at 95% and holding.  Good::

EO-Vince says:
*Ops* We're working on it, I can't give a exact estimate

MO_Morgan says:
::enters Sickbay:: CNS/CMO: Anyone lookin' for a doctor?

Host CO_USS_Persephone says:
@ALL: Clear the bridge!

CSO_Zaldivar says:
::aims for Cutter's target and fires second grav beam burst::

Host CO_Wendy says:
OPS: Beam them off the Persephone!

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% ::Eyes widen, and he looks at the CO, and then tries to get toward an escape pod as ordered::

CTOCutter says:
::locks onto cruiser that just shot the Persephone::

CTOCutter says:
CSO: There you go.

CTO_USS_Persephone says:
%::explosions behind him. knocks him out::

CMO_Linard says:
::cringes at the words "EMH":: CNS: Only if we're in desperate need...and we're not there yet

CNS_Isa says:
::treats the patient::

CNS_Isa says:
MO: Yep! Come join the fun!

OPS_Bafii says:
:: locks transporters on Persephone crew :: CO: ready to evacuate...

Host CO_Wendy says:
SO: Acknowledged

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis says:
$::initiates beamout of Persephone crew that can be locked onto ::

XO_Gol says:
CSO: Any effect?

OPS_Bafii says:
:: beams Perseph crew onboard since we know their shield harmonics ::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: One of the Escort cruisers seems to be badly damaged after the engagement with the Persephone.

Ens_Jorae says:
::Watches teh Persephone on teh view screen::

Host CO_Wendy says:
OPS: Do it.

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
% ::Grabs the CTO, and drags him toward an escape pod, as suddenly, he's beamed off::

OPS_Bafii says:
:: prepares anti-matter probes  ::

MO_Morgan says:
::mutters aloud:: Its so great to be wanted... ::jumps into the fray::

CNS_Isa says:
CMO: Don't like the EMH, hey? ::smiles and goes back to work::

CMO_Linard says:
MO: Pick a patient....any patient....::grins::

CSO_Zaldivar says:
TO: Take over the gravimetric ray, concentrate on the small ships as the CTO.

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $::Fires his few remaining Torpedoes at the cruiser ::  (TORPEDOS.wav)

TO_Jay says:
::fires at any enemy target moving and fires::

CTOCutter says:
::locks on damaged cruiser and shoots every weapon::

EO-Vince says:
*Ops* Damage repair teams are at the front and rear phaser arrays... Shields should be reinforced within a few minutes. It depends on the damage. What's their status?

Host CO_USS_Persephone says:
%COMPUTER: Ram the nearest enemy cruiser. Best speed!

CMO_Linard says:
CNS: I think the word "loathe" is better...I only use him when I have to.

TO_Jay says:
CSO: Aye sir. What are you going to do?

CSO_Zaldivar says:
XO: I can't determine that right now, but it isn't hurting...

Host AGM_John says:
Action: The Fighter explodes.

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
@ ::Appears on the Isis, with the unconscious CTO nearby::

MO_Morgan says:
CMO: eenie meenie, minee mo... ::picks a patient and gets to work::

OPS_Bafii says:
CO: We'll have to drop shields

CSO_Zaldivar says:
TO: I thought I'd sing a bit..

CNS_Isa says:
CMO: Okay!

Host CO_USS_Persephone says:
%:: grabs ahold of his chair :: She was a good ship !

Ens_Jorae says:
::Listens to the banter on the bridge and tries concentragin on the task at hand::

MO_Morgan says:
::over hears talk about EMH and cringes::

TO_Jay says:
CSO:Very funny sir

Host AGM_John says:
Action: The crippled Cruiser and the Persephone near each other.

Host CO_Wendy says:
OPS: Well, that's out of the question ::smiles weakly::

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis says:
$COM: Hayden: We are out of torpedoes , we can only provide limited covering fire for you.

CNS_Isa says:
::sends the patient back to work::

CTO_USS_Persephone says:
%::Begins to awaken::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: The two ships collide.

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
@ ::Looks around for the Captain, and curses, jumping up:: *J'Mal* You have to beam our Captain over! He's still over there!!!!

Host CO_Wendy says:
CTO: TArget the cruiser that's closing on the Persephone

Host AGM_John  (Explode !.wav)

CMO_Linard says:
::treats two more patients and sends them back to duty::

CNS_Isa says:
::looks around to choose her next victim:: Ens. Jones: You're the lucky winner!!!

CSO_Zaldivar says:
SO: We need something good and fast. Any ideas?

CTOCutter says:
CO: Too late Captain.

OPS_Bafii says:
COM: Isis: Acknowledged

TO_Jay says:
CO:The Persephone and a crippled cruiser ::points at screen::

CTO_USS_Persephone says:
%::Looks at viewscreen in time to see the cause of his death and dies::

Host CO_Wendy says:
::winces::

Ens_Jorae says:
::Concentrates on her console and continues monitering the power::

SO_Spear says:
CSO: Doing my best, Sir.

XO_Gol says:
Ops: Fleet status?

OPS_Bafii says:
CO: Antimatter probes ready - they will detinate sending antimatter into the fighters shields upon contact.

CTOCutter says:
::locks on closest cruiser and fires yet more torpedos::

Host CO_Wendy says:
All: Alright, let's make sure those people didn't die in vain.

FCOKrauz says:
CO: Bellicose Cruiser bearing 135 mark 2 and closing....the Harbinger is holding position outside the fight

Host AGM_John says:
Action: the Harbinger slowly starts to move away

CMO_Linard says:
::is suddenly stopped by the sudden loss of lives...takes a breath and continues::

Coreena says:
::is getting very bored not to mention nausouse. Decides to try out a new energy pathway::

Host CO_Wendy says:
OPS: Fire.

TO_Jay says:
CTO: I have control of the grav pulses, Sir. I am ready to fire on your orders!

MO_Morgan says:
::grins:: CNS/CMO: You guys realize that if anyone ever overheard us talking while working they'd have us committed?

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis says:
$:COM: Hayden: ETA Repairs : Five minutes.

OPS_Bafii says:
XO: Isis is running at reduced capacity - Persephone great damaged.

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
@ ::Feels alone, most of his crew having died on the Persephone, sees that he's one of the few survivors, crawls on the ground of the transporter room, injured, as a med team rushes over::

Host CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Acknowledged.

CTOCutter says:
CO: The Harbinger is moving away!

CNS_Isa says:
::scans Jones:: Jones: You have two ribs broken and are bleeding internally. Lie on the bed please.

OPS_Bafii says:
:: fires AM probes at all fighters ::

CTOCutter says:
TO: Fire at the closest cruiser.

CSO_Zaldivar says:
CO: Harbinger is disengaging...recommend activation of mine field plan.

TO_Jay says:
::fires at closest cruser::

Host CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Pursue the Harbinger

CNS_Isa says:
::activates the biobed::

FCOKrauz says:
CO: Pursuit course plotted

EMHCoreena says:
MO: Committed to what?

OPS_Bafii says:
XO: Amend that - Persephone is gone sir

MO_Morgan says:
::patches up another crew member and sends them on their way:: Next!  Now serving number 999 million...

Host CO_Wendy says:
OPS: Notify the fleet that we're in pursuit of the Harbinger

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Phaser fire and torpedoes spew from the last bird of Prey as it is surrounded by five of the fighters. Four simultaneous explosions later and only two fighters emerge from the debris.

MO_Morgan says:
::sees EMH and groans:: EMH: Nothing.

OPS_Bafii says:
COM: Fleet: All ships converge on Harbinger.

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis says:
$::paces and waits ::

FCOKrauz says:
::coughs::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: a Cruiser cuts off the Hayden again.

EMHCoreena says:
MO: You want to be committed to nothing?

XO_Gol  (Explode !.wav)

CMO_Linard says:
::sees the EMH and is angered:: CNS/MO: Who activated him?

Ens_Jorae says:
::Sees another cruiser across their bow;:

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis says:
$COM: Hayden: Complying.

EO-Vince says:
::Frantically running around main engineering::

CNS_Isa says:
CMO: Not me!

MO_Morgan says:
CMO: I don't know, but I think whoever did hates me!

TO_Jay says:
::Fires grav pulse at curser cutting off hayden::

Host CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Evasive maneuvers ... pursue the Harbinger at all costs

CTOCutter says:
::lets loose a volley at the cruiser at such close range he COULDN'T miss::

FCOKrauz says:
::pulls the Hayden about:: CO: Persistant aren't they.....

EMHCoreena says:
MO: I don't hate you... I don't think.

CSO_Zaldivar says:
SO: What if we flood the subspace area around the harbinger with some highly volitile plasma or gas?  If it tries to warp it might blow up...it might also blow us up...

OPS_Bafii says:
CO/XO: Isis ETA to repair 5 minutes - they are following us

XO_Gol says:
CSO: How many of the Bellicose vessels are remaining?

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis says:
$::Gets between the Cruiser and the Hayden ::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: The Hayden is hit by fire from the cruiser.

CMO_Linard says:
::sighs:: <Computer> End emergency medical hologram.

FCOKrauz says:
::plots that "Oh no - where do you think you're going" manouever::

Ens_Jorae says:
::Braces herself::

EMHCoreena says:
CNS: What are you doing?

Host CO_Wendy says:
OPS: Status on the anti-matter weapons?

CMO_Linard says:
::is knocked to the floor and hits her head on a console::

MO_Morgan says:
::bites her cheek and continues working:: EMH: I'm soooo glad to hear that.

CTOCutter says:
::considers spitting at the cruiser::

Ens_Jorae says:
::checks the status of the warp core::

TO_Jay says:
::thrown back against bulkhead::

CNS_Isa says:
EMH: I'm trying to cure that person.

EMHCoreena says:
CNS: Why?

CSO_Zaldivar says:
XO: I count two cruisers, two fighters and the Harbinger...that's probably not accurate.

OPS_Bafii says:
CO: no effect 

MO_Morgan says:
::sees CMO fall and rushes over to her:: CMO: You ok?

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Torpedo fire control is lost on the Hayden.

SO_Spear says:
CSO: Hydrogen makes a good explosion...............with us at a safe distance.

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis says:
$COM: Hayden: Partial Phasers restored.

CNS_Isa says:
EMH: Because he is injured.

Host CO_Wendy says:
OPS: Damn.

TO_Jay says:
CO: Torpedos are gone!

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $::fires::  (ShipPhasers.wav)

CTOCutter says:
CO: We've lost targeting system for the torpedos

CMO_Linard says:
::feels blood pouring from her right temple:: MO: Yeah...just a bit of a headache

EO-Vince says:
Repair teams: Divide your teams in two, and move in on the torpedo control system. MOVE!

CSO_Zaldivar says:
SO: We need something that will react with their warp engines...

CNS_Isa says:
::senses that people are getting hurt everywhere on the ship::

Host CO_Wendy says:
TO: Acknowledged.

FCOKrauz says:
::winces as the pain in the right side of his chest increases with the buckling.....grinds teeth and plots evasive manouevers::

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
@ ::After getting fixed up, arrives on the bridge of the Isis, nodding at the Isis' Captain, and taking the injured FCO's position at the conn.:: J'mal: I'll take over sir...

OPS_Bafii says:
CO/XO: Isis has partiate phasers and we just lost torpedos - sending repair team.

TO_Jay says:
::gets up slowly::

SO_Spear says:
CSO: Plasma?

EMHCoreena says:
CNS: There are a lot of people hurt... who did they get hurt?

TO_Jay says:
CTO: Does the launching system still work?

Host CO_Wendy says:
OPS: Acknowledged

CMO_Linard says:
::gets up and goes to console..trying to get rid of the EMH::

CTOCutter says:
TO: Yes

Host AGM_John says:
Action: The cruiser is taking a heavy pounding from the Isis.

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis says:
$FCO: Thank you, we must prevent them from interfering with the Hayden's course.

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
@ ::Begins to manouever the Isis toward the cruiser attacking the Hayden, thinking: "Payback time, buddies."::

CSO_Zaldivar says:
SO: Possibly....

CNS_Isa says:
EMH: Sorry, but I don't have time to tell you now...

MO_Morgan says:
CMO: Don't do that to me!  If you got hurt I'd be left with the EMH... not a happy thought!

TO_Jay says:
::Fires another grav burst at cruiser::

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $::Fires:: (ShipPhasers.wav)

CTOCutter says:
::continues to fire phasers::

TO_Jay says:
CTO: What about firing thr torps manuly?

EO-Vince says:
Coreena: Are you there?

Host AGM_John says:
Action: The cruiser attacking the Hayden continues fire.

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $::Fires ::  (ShipPhasers.wav)

EMHCoreena says:
::walks over to the doctor::

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
@ J'mal: Understood. They won't get near the Hayden! ::Manouevers the Isis around the under-belly of the ship, providing a perfect place for weapons fire::

CTOCutter says:
TO: Try it.

Host CO_Wendy says:
OPS: Full power to the phasers.

CMO_Linard says:
::wipes the blood away as it pours down her cheek:: MO: I'm fine really....::looks at the EMH::

CNS_Isa says:
Jones: You'll have to stay on the biobed for a while, here ::uses hyposprays:: that will make you sleep.

FCOKrauz says:
CO: The Harbinger is still withdrawing.....their distance is increasing...

OPS_Bafii says:
:: reroutes all power to phasers ::

FCO_USS_Persephone says:
@ ::Swerves toward the aft of the vessel, giving a clear shot of their engines::

Host CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Pursuit course ... increase speed.

CSO_Zaldivar says:
CO/XO: We have a plan, what if we were to flood the subspace arounds the harbinger with superheated plasma from the warpcore or engines? I don't think they would be eager to enter warp then.

MO_Morgan says:
::nods:: CMO: If you say so boss lady.. ::heads back to dealing with the waves of injured still entering sickbay::

XO_Gol says:
CSO: Can we load up a shuttle with enough explosives to create a small quantum singularity that would last just a few seconds?

CMO_Linard says:
EMH: Is there a problem with your command matrix?...are you malfunctioning?

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $::fires up the exhaust port ::  (ShipPhasers.wav)

TO_Jay says:
FCO: Is there anyway you can get a direct corse with a vessel long enough for me to fire a volly of torpedoes at the cruser?

TO_Jay says:
::preps torps:: CTO: Torps are ready!

OPS_Bafii says:
CSO: Do we know what effect that has on their space fold drives?

Host CO_Wendy says:
::listens to the XO and the CSO's ideas at once::

SO_Spear says:
CO/XO: We could vent the plasma from our own nacelles

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $::fires  (ShipPhasers.wav)

Ens_Jorae says:
CO: Warp core is down to 75%

FCOKrauz says:
TO: The real question is...will the antimatter warheads have enough fuel to reach the target and still do some good

CNS_Isa says:
CMO: That's not the EMH, she doesn't know what we're doing down here!

EMHCoreena says:
CMO: I don't think I am malfunctioning... I mean.. well... how would I be malfunctioning? If you tell me how... I guess I could try to be.

XO_Gol says:
CSO: The reports from Starfleet show that they don't use warp, they fold subspace.  How would this help?

Host CO_Wendy says:
XO: The shuttle could be targeted, but the plasma might work...

FCO_USS_Isis says:
@ ::Comes over the top of the vessel, and then swerves to the back again, giving the CTO a chance to open fire again::

CNS_Isa says:
::the EMH voice is familiar I heard it before...::

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $::fires ::  (ShipPhasers.wav)

OPS_Bafii says:
XO: Trilithium resign from the engines waste maybe...

CNS_Isa says:
::chooses another victim::

EO-Vince says:
::Recieving reports from damage control teams::

Host CO_Wendy says:
XO: Good point.

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $::fires ::  (ShipPhasers.wav)

Host AGM_John says:
Action: A massive sub space rip opens and the Harbinger moves into it.

TO_Jay says:
FCO: As long as we are close enough!

CMO_Linard says:
::is baffled by the EMH's behaviour:: EMH: TRY to be?....

CSO_Zaldivar says:
::runs simulations on releasing super heated plasma into the subspace field of the Harbinger::

Host CO_Wendy says:
CTO: Fire at the rift... all weapons... full spread.

FCO_USS_Isis says:
@ ::Looks at the rift, and he freezes:: J'mal: Sir, the Harbinger is making a break for it!

OPS_Bafii says:
CO: Harbinger is moving into the rift...  suggest we wedge ourselves in the door

Ens_Jorae says:
::Tries valiantly to get the core back up to 100% to reach the Harbinger in time::

FCOKrauz says:
::blinks back as the white event horizon opens:: CO: Subspace anomaly.....dead ahead.

XO_Gol  (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)

CTOCutter says:
::fires phasers at rift::

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $::Fires on the cruiser ::  (ShipPhasers.wav)

Host AGM_John says:
Action: The cruiser is blocking the Hayden's path.

CSO_Zaldivar says:
SO: Scan that rift!

Host CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Can we follow them in?

CTOCutter says:
::manually targets and fires torpedos at the rift::

CNS_Isa says:
::scans the next casualties and threats him::

SO_Spear says:
::scans rift::

OPS_Bafii says:
:: squeezes every ounce of power he can ::

EMHCoreena says:
CMO: Yes, try to be malfunctioning... if that is what you wish.

MO_Morgan says:
CMO: I vote we turn the EMH off until later when we can find out what the heck is wrong with that program.

TO_Jay says:
::Fires at cuser with torps::

FCOKrauz says:
:;coughs once:: CO: Perhaps....but the real question is, how would we get out?

FCO_USS_Isis says:
@ J'mal: I'm moving us in on the cruiser that's blocking the Hayden! ::Moves them in, right past the Hayden::

CTOCutter says:
TO: Get the torpedo targeting repaired!

CNS_Isa says:
CMO: I vote with MO!

Host CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Follow them out, too?

EMHCoreena says:
CNS: What is a vote?

TO_Jay says:
::Fires grav pulse AT rift::

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $::Fires a strafing run :::  (ShipPhasers.wav)

CMO_Linard says:
::treats two more patients for broken wrists and charred flesh:: EMH: I don't have time for this...just get it out of my way!

SO_Spear says:
CO/XO: We could try following them in.

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis says:
$FCO: Straffing.

CNS_Isa says:
EMH: Your voice... I heard it before....

Host AGM_John says:
Action:The rift closes.

FCOKrauz says:
CO: If we had a better idea on how they open it up...........perhaps

TO_Jay says:
CTO: Aye Sir!

CSO_Zaldivar says:
SO: Report how safe would we be in their wake?

FCO_USS_Isis says:
$ ::Moves them in a strafing pattern across the cruiser, trying to provide a way for the Hayden to get past::

OPS_Bafii says:
CO: Rift closed.

CTOCutter says:
CO: The rift closed!

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis  (ShipPhasers.wav)

FCO_USS_Isis says:
$ ::Curses as he sees that the Harbinger got away::

Ens_Jorae says:
::Watches the actions on the bridge while monitering systems::

EMHCoreena says:
::nods at the councilor:: CNS: But of course.

Host CO_Wendy says:
::sees the rift close and clenches her fists::

CNS_Isa says:
::sends the patient back to work and helps another one::

CMO_Linard says:
::fixes another patient for a large contusion in her upper arm::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: All that is left is the Two cruisers and the Hayden and the Isis.

SO_Spear says:
CSO: We would need to go to warp to escape the blast

TO_Jay says:
::Runs for TL:: TL: Deck 9!

Host CO_Wendy says:
OPS: Status of the fleet and bad guys?

CNS_Isa says:
EMH: Of course? Where have we met before?

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $::fires ::  (ShipPhasers.wav)

CNS_Isa says:
::keeps talking to the EMH while helping the patient::

CTOCutter says:
::shifts phasers to the remaining cruisers::

OPS_Bafii says:
CO: Hayden and Isis are all the we have - two cruisers remain

XO_Gol says:
::pounds chair::

FCOKrauz says:
CO: What if we vented Drive Plasma from the Nacelles and ignited it around the Threat Vessels?

Host CO_Wendy says:
OPS: Hail the remaining cruisers

EMHCoreena says:
CNS: In the checkered room.

FCO_USS_Isis says:
$ ::Mumbles:: Two on two, I like those odds... ALL: Coming about now. ::Manouevers the ship toward the nearest cruiser::

SO_Spear says:
::pound head in frustration::

CNS_Isa says:
EMH: You're Coreena!!!

CMO_Linard says:
*CSO* When you get a minute I need you to run a check on the EMH..It's out of whack, big time.

MO_Morgan says:
::pushes a strand of hair away from her face and goes to the next patient::

Host AGM_John says:
Acxtion: The Isis hit one of the cruisers with a phaser burst. Shields fall on the cruiser

FCOKrauz says:
::feels a chill run up his spine::

OPS_Bafii says:
:: opens frequencies :: CO: Aye

Host CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Would we go up, too?

CNS_Isa says:
~~~CMO: the EMH is Coreena~~~

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $::fires ::  (ShipPhasers.wav)

EMHCoreena says:
CNS: But of course.

MO_Morgan says:
::shivers slightly, but keeps working::

CMO_Linard says:
::hears the CNS:: CNS: What did you say?...::looks to the EMH:: *CSO* Belay that Commander.

CTOCutter says:
::locks on cruiser with shields down and fires... again.... still....::

CSO_Zaldivar says:
*CMO*: Feel free to give me that minue anytime you want...somehow I don't think the CO will be thrilled with you though.

CNS_Isa says:
EMH: What are you doing here? Who did you get here?

Host CO_Wendy says:
All: If we could capture a cruiser, we could learn a lot about their technology...

TO_Jay says:
*CTO*: It's a total mess down here!!

Host AGM_John says:
Action: The Other cruiser is returning for another pass at the Hayden.

Host CO_Wendy says:
CTO: Target propulsion and weapons.

FCOKrauz says:
CO: Only if we don't shut off the venting, Captain.

CNS_Isa says:
~~~CMO: The EMH is Coreena... the .... lady that I met in the HD~~~

CTOCutter says:
CO: Great idea Captain... can you get them to quit shooting?

Ens_Jorae says:
::Moniters systems and works on the Warp core display trying to get it back up and running at full::

OPS_Bafii says:
CO/XO/CTO: We have the only remaining torpedos - make them count.

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis says:
$FCO: Bring us in a bit closer ! Their shields are down !!

CMO_Linard says:
*CSO* Never mind anyway....the CNS just solved the problem.

CNS_Isa says:
::asks the patient to come to a bigger scanning machine so she could do some more tests::

OPS_Bafii says:
CO: Sheilds down on cruiser nearest the Isis

CTOCutter says:
::incredulous look:: CO: I can barely hit the stupid ship and you want propulsion and weapons??

FCO_USS_Isis says:
$ J'mal: Aye, sir! ::Brings them in on another strafing run, quite closer this time::

EMHCoreena says:
:;sits down to watch those around her, curious at what she sees::

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis says:
$::fires ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
::smiles at the FCO:: FCO: That would be an unfortunate mistake ... I would like to capture one rather than destroy it ... is that possible?

EO-Vince says:
::runs a diagnostic on the core conduits, thinking that maybe one of them is damaged::

Host CO_Wendy says:
CTO: Do it'

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $::foiires ::  (ShipPhasers.wav)

Host AGM_John says:
Action:The cruiser that is attacking the Isis is attempting to emulate the Persephone.

TO_Jay says:
*CTO*: It's a total mess down here!! How much time do I have?

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis says:
$FCO: Don't let them get too close.

OPS_Bafii says:
CO: Cruiser2 on a direct course for the Isis - suggest tractor beam.

CMO_Linard says:
::knows the CNS is sure of herself:: ~~~CNS: See if you can stall her until things calm down here~~~

FCOKrauz says:
CO: Did you read what happened on Arcadia, Ma'am?  two of those creatures killed more than 200 and several hundred more wounded.....

XO_Gol says:
CO: I think we should take out life support as well.

CTOCutter says:
::mumbles something about CO's who were never TACS:: CO: Targeting.

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis $::fires ::  (ShipPhasers.wav)

CTOCutter says:
*TO*: You have till we're destroyed.

CNS_Isa says:
~~~CMO: Okay~~~

FCO_USS_Isis says:
$ J'mal: Understood, sir. ::Manouevers the Steam-runner class vessel away from weapon's fire, brings us into a good position to fire::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: The Hayden rocks from the cruisers latest volly.

CTOCutter says:
::targets propulsion and weapons on the nearest cruiser and fires::

CNS_Isa says:
EMH: So how did you get here? You wished?

Host CO_Wendy says:
CTO: Target life support as well ::smiles grimly::

TO_Jay says:
*CTO*: Thanx, that gives me lots of time!

CMO_Linard says:
::treats another patient for severe burns to the chest::

Ens_Jorae says:
::Looses her footing::

CTOCutter  (PulsePhasers.wav)

CNS_Isa says:
::falls down from the blast::

MO_Morgan says:
::oblivious to all the telepath talk going on around her as she patches another injured::

TO_Jay says:
*CTO*:TO out!

FCOKrauz says:
::grits teeth - the burning sensation radiating down to his belly::

Ens_Jorae says:
::Holds onto the console, but slips::

OPS_Bafii says:
:: Bafii falls to his knees - banging his head against the console - blood blots out one eye ::

OPS_Bafii says:
:: he regains his feet ::

EMHCoreena says:
CNS:  You asked me that question before.  I can not wish anything... at least... if I could, James would be here.

EO-Vince says:
::falls and hits his head on a console, and slumps to the floor:

OPS_Bafii says:
:: repeats hail to enemy vessels ::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: The cruiser attempting to ram the Isis exlpodes

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis says:
$FCO: Let us bring her to the Hayden to finish if she has torpedoes left.

Host AGM_John  (Explode !.wav)

CNS_Isa says:
::patches her patient up and picks another one::

Ens_Jorae says:
CO: Permission to treat the wounds here on the bridge. The EO has things unders control in engineering?

Host CO_Wendy says:
FCO: Acknowledged ... we must protect the Federation first and foremost ... destroy them if necessary, but still ... we need to learn more about them...

CTOCutter says:
CO: 1 cruiser down Captain... one left.

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis says:
$FCO: Let us assist the Hayden then !

FCO_USS_Isis says:
$ ::Manouevers the ship out of the way of the explosion as the ship that tried to ram us explodes:: J'mal: Aye, sir. Closing in on the last ship....

Host CO_Wendy says:
Jorae: Granted.

CNS_Isa says:
EMH: Yeah that's right. How are you feeling?

Ens_Jorae says:
::Grabs the bridge medkit and walks over to Bafii::

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis says:
$::rells in his seat ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
Cutter: Acknowledged.

Ens_Jorae says:
Ops: Let me take a look at your head.

OPS_Bafii says:
CO/FCO: If we could capture them we might be able to track the big guy :: grimmaces in pain ::

TO_Jay says:
*CTO*: Is there any chance I could get some help?

CTOCutter says:
::targets last cruiser and ... you guessed it, opens fire::

FCO_USS_Isis says:
$ ::Manouevers in on an all-out attack formation, thinking that this is such sweet revenge for all those who have been killed by the Bellicose::

Host CO_Wendy says:
OPS: That's the idea...

OPS_Bafii says:
Dree: Later - thanks, I'll live.

Host AGM_John says:
Action: The last cruiser is speeding its last weapons in a blaze of glory.

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis says:
$COM: Hayden: We are on our way ...where do you want us ?

CMO_Linard says:
::wipes blood from her face as it goes into her eye::

TO_Jay says:
::thinks::

XO_Gol says:
CO: Perhaps with one ship left we can try all of the plans simultaneously, it may just slow them down enough to disable their ship.

EO-Vince says:
::lays on the floor of main engineering unconscience, bleeding from his head::

CTOCutter says:
*TO*: See if any Engineering types are available.

FCOKrauz says:
::evades fire....wondering if Life Support was hit::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Both federation ships are hit.

Ens_Jorae says:
::Hands OPS some gauze to wipe away the blood:: At least use this for now.

Host CO_Wendy says:
OPS: Coordinate a run targeting life support, weapons and propulstion.

EMHCoreena says:
MO: What is that red stuff called?  That which seems to be everywhere?

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis says:
$::feels the shudder ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
::rocks::

CNS_Isa says:
::patches yet another patient and chooses another one::

TO_Jay says:
*OPS*: Is it possible to get a link with the targeting sensors of a shuttle?

CSO_Zaldivar says:
::use astrometrics to scan sensor emissions from the Bellicose ship. If we can determine the spectrum we can blind them::

Ens_Jorae says:
::Looks around for other casualties on the bridge::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: The last cruiser self destructs.

EO-Vince says:
::begins to wake up slowly, but in a daze::

OPS_Bafii says:
COM: Isis: Attempt to target life support, waepons, and propulsion - we want this one alive.

CTOCutter says:
CO: The last cruiser has self-destructed.

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis says:
$FCO: Disengage drive.

OPS_Bafii says:
CO: Sorry Captain, no such luck - the universe is against us today

Host CO_Wendy says:
::squints against the explosion of the last cruiser::

FCO_USS_Isis says:
$ J'mal: Aye, sir. ::Disengages drive::

XO_Gol  (Explode !.wav)

MO_Morgan says:
::grits teeth as she deals with another burn victim:: EMH: It's blood.. now, would you mind sitting out of the way and keeping quiet for a while? ::has an aversion to EMH's since their last one::

Host CO_Wendy says:
CTO/OPS: Acknowledged.

Ens_Jorae says:
::Walks down to::

OPS_Bafii says:
:: Bafii drops to his chair and takes a deep breath ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
ALL: Good work people.

EO-Vince says:
*Sickbay* Medical emerg... emergency in main... main engin-- ::falls into a deep sleep::

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis says:
$*All * I want damage reports.

Host CO_Wendy says:
OPS: Stand down red alert.

SO_Spear says:
::sighs::

OPS_Bafii says:
:: stands down ::

XO_Gol says:
All stations: Damage report.

EMHCoreena says:
::looks around her:: MO: I am sitting... and am out of the way. And I was quiet.

TO_Jay says:
*Engineering*: Please acknowledge?

CMO_Linard says:
::hears the EO:: MO: Take over for me here.....::grabs a medkit and runs to ENG::

FCO_USS_Isis says:
$ ::Slides back into his seat with a relieved sigh, trying not to think of his friends who have died::

OPS_Bafii says:
:: transmit damamge reports to the XO ::

EMHCoreena says:
::after a moment heads back to engineering::

MO_Morgan says:
::nods at CMO as she rushes by her again::

FCOKrauz says:
XO: Helm operational....Helm II needs an engineers touch, but it will function again  ::cough::

EO-Vince says:
::weaves in and out of sleep::

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis says:
$::blanches at the cost in his men and his ship ::

CTOCutter says:
CO: We show 35 dead, 40 seriously wounded and numerous minor casualties.

XO_Gol says:
Ops: Notify Starfleet the Harbnger has escaped, the other vessels were destroyed.

CNS_Isa says:
::sees the EMH disappear::

CMO_Linard says:
*EO* Can you hear me?......Ensign..acknowledge....

Ens_Jorae says:
::Notices the FCO grimace in pain.  Runs a tricorder on him. Takes out a hypo for the pain:: FCO:  Let me give you this.  It should help.

EMHCoreena says:
EO: What are you doing down there?

CSO_Zaldivar says:
::continues to run scans, ignoring stand down from red alert::

MO_Morgan says:
::trying to keep up with the injured in sickbay::

OPS_Bafii says:
XO: Aye

OPS_Bafii says:
:: sends update to SFC ::

CNS_Isa says:
::continues her work::

FCOKrauz says:
::coughs again, and the taste of blood in his mouth becomes overwhelming.....wipes at the corner of his mouth and feels the back of his hand go slick with blood::

SO_Spear says:
::feels sick::

TO_Jay says:
*CTO*:Targeting sensors should work for torps know try it!

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis says:
$COM: Hayden: We are able to make Warp 8 but will need a serious refit and many new crew.

MO_Morgan says:
::shivers slightly again, ignores it and keeps working::

OPS_Bafii says:
:: stands to check on the warp core and collapses ::

CTOCutter says:
*TO* Good work, but nothing left. Report to the bridge.

EMHCoreena says:
::sends out a small tendril of energy at the EO... nothing more than a nudge::

Ens_Jorae says:
::Sees Ops collapse and runs over to him::

TO_Jay says:
::leave TROP Control::

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis says:
$FCO: Let us say a prayer.

Ens_Jorae says:
::runs a tricorder scan on him::

Host CO_Wendy says:
::winces at the casualty report::

CMO_Linard says:
::enters ENG and sees the fallen EO::

EO-Vince says:
::feels the power go through him, but is only dazed, but awake::

OPS_Bafii says:
Dree: Guess I'm not so okay... ::faints::

Host CO_Wendy says:
CTO: Acknowledged.

EMHCoreena says:
EO: What are you doing down there?

CMO_Linard says:
::runs a scanner over the EO:: EO: Ensign?...Can you hear me?

TO_Jay says:
::Heads for TL, rub hand on forehead and notices a bit of blood::

CNS_Isa says:
::treats patient and send him out::

EO-Vince says:
::looks from the CMO to Coreena::

Ens_Jorae says:
::Notices he's bleeding internally::

EO-Vince says:
Everyone: I hear... you.

CNS_Isa says:
::checks the patients on biobeds:

TO_Jay says:
::arrives on bridge::

MO_Morgan says:
::doesn't look up from patient:: CNS: How are you doing over there?

TO_Jay says:
CTO: What can we do now?

CMO_Linard says:
*OPS* I need an emergency beam out to sickbay.

CO_J`Mal_USS_Isis says:
$::Goes to Yellow status ::

Ens_Jorae says:
::CTO. I need to get OPS to medical. Can you transport us?

EO-Vince says:
Coreena: What did you... falls back into a deeper sleep::

CSO_Zaldivar says:
SO: Begin upload of all of our data to Starfleet Tactical and R&D.

CNS_Isa says:
MO: Great! Although we could be doing more if we had more personel.

OPS_Bafii says:
<Ens Saffer> ::takes over at OPS:: *CMO* Aye.

CNS_Isa says:
::goes back to work::

SO_Spear says:
CSO: Acknowledged

Host CO_Wendy says:
OPS: Report to SF.

CTOCutter says:
::activates transport and sends OPS and Jorae to medical::

FCOKrauz says:
::looks down and what he thought were droplets from his face turns into a great black splotch over most of his right front shoulder - swivels chair to face the CO:: CO: Permission to report to Sickbay.......

Ens_Jorae says:
Gives him a hypo to stabilize him until she can get him to sickbay::

CMO_Linard says:
::beams to sickbay with the EO::

MO_Morgan says:
::nods:: CNS: Ok, we add that to our wish list, k?

EMHCoreena says:
EO: I said... what are you... ::watches as the EO beams out::

CSO_Zaldivar says:
XO: I need a drink. Join me?

Ens_Jorae says:
::Materailizes in sick bay with OPS::

OPS_Bafii says:
<OPS Ens Saffer> CO: That report has been sent.

XO_Gol says:
CSO: Sure thing.

CNS_Isa says:
MO: Yes I'll add it ::smiles at Morgan and returns to work::

      <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<pause mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

